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Great cryptocurrency book to understand specifically for beginners! Insider suggestions and secrets shared by the writer
will end up being of great help. Thank you Im thinking about bitcoin for so long and read a couple of books on this
already but this reserve explains everything therefore well. A must browse for those getting back in on the cyrpto-
marketplace and the writer did a great job of explaining what the currency happens to be and how you may get it
yourself and i came across the glossary in the back to be very useful, because they took the time to define all the lingo
and when I first started learning about cryptocurrency, I read a lot of online content and other eBooks, but nothing at all
I found really covered all of the intricate aspects I needed to learn about until I ran across this reserve and if you are
looking into bitcoin (like I was) or really, any kind of cyrptocurrency, I'm nearly positive you'll find the thing you need in
this book and the book begins in the beginning by explaining just what cryptocurrency is, and the author makes no
assumptions in what the reader may or may not know - by doing so, everything is covered so you learn how to start
earning the different cryptocurrencies for yourself - something I especially found useful and easily would be considering
investing in this kind of currency and this is not just a book for someone who has by no means known anything on the
subject of cryptocurrency before reading it also for someone who currently has some understanding of the subject
matter. A very informative book This is an ideal book for total beginners thinking about investing in cryptocurrencies.
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